Creating “Aid Free” generation through Education
Annual
Budget?

1. Daily Porridge at Mihabura (P1 to P5 pupils): n=1,008 (£17K)

2. Daily Meals at Mihabura (P6 pupils & Teachers): n=76 (£5K)
3. Secondary School Sponsorships: n=40 (£8K)

About £35K..! 4. University Sponsorships: n=2 (£1K)
5. The Jean Main Program: n=100 (£2K)
6. HIV Awareness yearly Trip: n=86 (£1K)
RSVP is a Scottish Charity dedicated to enabling Bugarama children to change their lives through education. In this edition, we
report on a pilot likely to encourage and reward hard work, stimulate healthy competition, and broaden the horizons of our pupils.

Cultural Heritage Landscape Program
Background

While in Rwanda with RSVP charity trustees and the Harlaw Academy group in May 2013, I was struck by the heavy agricultural use of the land,
and how little of it remains in a natural state. Only twice did I witness a natural landscape, the first while en route from Butare to Kamembe,
through the Nyungwe National Forest, and the second when I accompanied my mother and Wilma on a trip back to Nyungwe.
I was struck by the beauty of the forest as well as how well it is managed. One of the main items of note was the guide system where each
person or group must have a guide while on any of the walks in the forest. I found that every guide had a degree (this is in fact a requirement for
guides) and a wide knowledge of the landscape and its wildlife. This enables them to impart detailed information about what a person see’s and
on the interaction between wildlife, the landscape and human factors.
.
What struck me during this trip was our driver’s (Nehemie) excitement. I suspected that while he may have previously driven through the forest
he was experiencing it as a “forest” for the first time. This showed in his wanting to experience one of the forest walks and his excitement in
choosing the walk. As a Rwandan he was able to get a preferential rate for himself which again struck me forcibly. Why? – This was due to the
cost of 1,000rwf. Not high to us Mazungus’, but given the average income of a Rwandan it may still be beyond the capability of most to afford
this.
I found it sad that a beautiful natural heritage like Nyungwe could not be seen or appreciated by the people it is preserved for. I accept that this
may change in time and that income from tourism is of high importance to Rwanda. A big part of me is so used to enjoying and having easy
access to the natural world of my own country, I felt that an important aspect of affordable access for upcoming generations of Rwandans is
being missed due to poverty.
RSVP works with Mihabura Primary School in Bugarama and has a proven track record of providing a feeding program, sponsorship of pupils to
secondary education as well as a yearly outing for P4, P5 & P6. Having experienced this outing prior to visiting Nyungwe, I had thought an
outing such as this to Nyungwe would be an idea. During my walk in Nyungwe I had several talks with our guide, Christian Musafiri on the
importance of cultural landscapes, nature and wildlife and how they are all intertwined. This along with seeing Nehemie’s excitement and
recalling the children’s excitement on the school outing crystallised some thoughts I had.
Proposal
I proposed funding a special trip for pupils to visit Nyungwe. Funding would be of £250 pounds annually for five years to allow this – due to tax
relief this would be almost £300 of usable funds for the outing. I believe this will be enough to cover two minibuses and one of the shorter walks.
This trip should be seen as a reward to encourage learning and achievement and I would apply this to the teachers’ as well as pupils. I propose
that this should enable 23 places on this outing. (Numbers may change dependant on the number of classes involved.)
Criteria
• The best pupil from each class, based on a short exam, will be rewarded with a place on the trip.
• The exam should be anonymous – each child will be assigned an identifying number by the headmaster.
• Only the headmaster will know whose number belongs to a given pupil.
• Each class’s answers will not be marked by their own teacher, but by another teacher. This is designed to prevent any favouritism that may
be present.
• The two teachers who display the best performance and initiative in teaching programs over a school year should be picked to accompany
the pupils.
• This is to be decided, on an objective basis, by the Depute Head and Headmaster. There is no doubt in my mind that Japhet and Samson can
do this (there is trust for you!).
Based on the number of classes there should be 20 pupils chosen
For the first year at least, the Headmaster should accompany the trip and provide a report on its success or otherwise. Subsequent years may
see this delegated to others like the Depute Head.
Pupils should write a short report after the outing stating their views on their cultural landscape and the importance of natural resources like
Nyungwe. There will be a separate prize for the three best written reports to the value of £15 (15,000rwf). NB. this is not part of the overall
funding but a separate donation.
I propose donating the funds at the end of August 2013 and yearly thereafter for five years, with the hope that the outing can take place at the
end each school year. I am hopeful this project can start this autumn.
As for a name for this project, I would suggested “Cultural Landscape Heritage Program” but have no preferences and would leave it to the
Trustee’s or School Board to choose.
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Trustees: Mrs J Main, Mrs K Deans, Mr Drew Tulloch, Dr S Mbarushimana

A Guide’s Response
I hope you are doing well with the whole family. This is just to congratulate
you of the realization of your project about supporting kids from Mihabura
primary school. I was very surprised yesterday at Uwinka by a group of
young boys and girls with two teachers and the head of the school at the
top of the line.
I was expecting them in November; surely this was a big surprise to me.
But also from the kid's faces and even their leaders, it was very clear that
they were all amazed with the trip.
I hope your dreams and vision about Rwandan youths, education and
environmental protection will be fulfilled through your project though still
very young, but its promising. Keep it up and much cong’s.
Japhet & Christian Musafiri - a Forest Guide

Chris Musafiri.

Japhet's Comments After The Pilot Outing
On the 12th October 2013, 10 pupils (2 in 6th form, 4 in 5th form and 4 in
P4), 2 teachers (NSABIMANA Radjab ; KAREKEZI BASAZA Samson)
and Head teacher Japhet NDAGIJIMANA met at Mihabura Primary
School at 6:30am. We then took a minibus to NYUNGWE National park.
On the way some children were travel sick and we stopped to buy some
tablets to NTENDEZI .
We arrived at Nyungwe National park (UWINKA Overlook) at 10:15 We
then first arranged our walk and followed this with some late breakfast in

the car park. After that we began our visit in the forest with a Foresat
Guide. He explained everything we saw (the kind of primate; kind of
trees; Importance of natural forest etc).
Pupils at Owinka Overlook
What was very stimulating?
All children and teachers have a certain curiosity about the canopy. Here
we are!!Very funny; enjoyable!!
We walk on and we take photos and we say “now we are abazungu”
(tourists).
We leave Nyungwe at 4pm for a short visit to Nyungwe Forest Lodge
Hotel and then on to arrive in Kamembe city for 5:30 pm. We stopped for
a special treat of good food in a modern restaurant before returning to
Bugarama

This was our first trip to Nyungwe. According to the pupils and teachers
who attended, this was also the First (meaning the best) trip in all trips.
.
Wishes (to mean Recommendations or requests)
To multiply the number of pupils and teachers and have a good camera
for record.
Thanks, Many thanks for Colin and all RSVP members. God bless you!!
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Pupils report on trip to the school
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Some Final Comments
I hope you have enjoyed reading this little report on a new endeavor that RSVP and Mihabura are undertaking. I would judge the pilot trip a
success, though some issues would need addressed for the full outings’ over the next 5 years. Broadly these would be…
• Funding – the cost of two minibuses to accommodate 20 pupils would be 240,000rwf (£240) before any guided walks, picnic lunch or meal
are counted in, so the budget I originally allowed for is inadequate. I can only increase this by a limited amount so any assistance would be
greatly appreciated!!
• Public perception - this is not a jolly trip for the sake of it! There is a message involved in it regarding the importance of Rwanda’s cultural
heritage and natural landscape to Rwandan’s. Ignorance is a great destroyer, particularly in a land where poverty is endemic and every
scrap of land is used to grow food. Education is a key to preventing destruction and promoting both understanding and support.
• Primary 1-3 were not included in this pilot as the mechanism for pupil selection could not be put in place in the time available. If enough
funding is secured they will take part in 2014
• The report reward will only take place in 2014 and will involve the best pupil report on the outing from P1-2, P3-4 and P5-6 receiving a
5,000rwf prize. (This remains my responsibility)
Any and all assistance in attaining these would be wonderful!! Colin Main
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